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ABSTRACT Recently, researchers noticed that there are non-physical modes in characteristic modes of
material bodies. In this paper, those non-physical modes are investigated. The reason for the non-physical
modes is discussed. The influence of integral equations’ internal resonance on the non-physical modes are
studied. It is concluded that the internal resonance is not responsible for the non-physical modes. Meanwhile,
based on the extinction theorem, the dependent relationship between the equivalent surface electric and
magnetic currents are proposed, and it is observed that the non-physical modes do not obey the dependent
relationship, whereas the physical modes are governed by the dependent relationship. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the lack of the dependent relationship causes the non-physical modes. Besides, based on
the dependent relationship, a novel post-processing method to remove the non-physical modes is proposed.
Numerical results of a dielectric cylinder are presented to validate the discussions and new post-processing
method.

INDEX TERMS Characteristic modes, non-physical modes, internal resonance, material body,
post-processing

I. INTRODUCTION
The theory of characteristic mode (TCM) is a useful design
and analysis tool which determines the electromagnetic prop-
erties of a structure only based on its geometry and material
properties. The TCM was initially defined by Garbacz [1]
and was refined by Harrington and Mautz using the electric
field integral equation (EFIE) for perfectly electric conduct-
ing (PEC) bodies [2], denoted as EFIE-based CM in this
paper. Following the EFIE-based CM, the TCMwas extended
to material bodies. Harrington et al. [3] developed a TCM
for material bodies using the volume integral equation (VIE),
which is denoted as VIE-based CM in this paper. The
VIE-based CM is the first attempt to calculate the characteris-
tic modes (CMs) of material bodies. Although the VIE-based
CM provides correct modal solutions for material bodies,
it requires an unbearable large number of unknowns when
the electric size of material bodies increases. To overcome
this problem, Chang and Harrington [4] proposed a TCM for
material bodies using the SPMCHWT (symmetric Poggio,
Miller, Chang, Harrington, Wu, and Tsai) equation, which
will be called as SPMCHWT-based CM in this paper.

However, recently, researchers noticed that the
SPMCHWT-based CM could not provide reasonable modal
solutions for material bodies. The SPMCHWT-based CM can

also result in many non-physical modes [5]–[12]. Unfortu-
nately, it is still not clear what is responsible for the non-
physical modes. Nevertheless, two possible reasons have
been proposed [6]–[11]. In [6] Chen and Wang and Chen [7]
pointed out that the lack of the dependent relationship
between the equivalent surface electric and magnetic cur-
rents is the reason behind those non-physical modes in
SPMCHWT-based CM. They also proposed two types
of formulations–exclusively concerning equivalent surface
electric current or magnetic current [6], [7]. However,
as [6] and [7] did not give enough convincing proof, their
explanation is so far a conjecture. Besides, the formula-
tions proposed in [6] and [7] can still lead to non-physical
modes [12]. Therefore, it is necessary to take a new look
at the claim of[6] and [7]. Another explanation of the non-
physical modes is shown in [8]–[11]. It is pointed out that
the SPMCHWT equation suffers from internal resonance
problem. The authors deem that the non-physical modes
in SPMCHWT-based CM are a direct result of the internal
resonance problem. The two types of explanations are quite
different, and the origin of the non-physical modes is still
ambiguous.

In this paper, the non-physical modes ofmaterial bodies are
investigated. We calculate the CM based on the APMCHWT
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(asymmetric Poggio, Miller, Chang, Harrington, Wu, and
Tsai) equation. The CM based on the APMCHWT equation
is denoted as APMCHWT-based CM. We should note that
the APMCHWT equation is immune from internal reson-
ance [8], [9], [13]. Comparing the results of the SPMCHWT-
based CM and the APMCHWT-based CM, we observed that
both of the two kinds of CMs suffered from the non-physical
modes, which means although the APMCHWT equation is
immune from internal resonance, the APMCHWT-based CM
still suffers from the non-physical modes. In other words,
it can be concluded that the internal resonance is not respon-
sible for the non-physical modes of material bodies. Mean-
while, we propose the dependent relationship between the
equivalent surface electric and magnetic currents, as well as
a quantifiable indicator to identify whether the equivalent
surface electric and magnetic currents obey the dependent
relationship. Through plenty of experiments, we can find that
the non-physical modes do not obey the dependent relation-
ship, while the physical modes are governed by the dependent
relationship. Therefore, we prove that the lack of the depen-
dent relationship causes the non-physical modes of material
bodies. Besides, based on the dependent relationship, a novel
post-processing method to remove the non-physical modes is
proposed in this paper. The proposed theoretical discussions
and post-processing method have been validated by numer-
ical results of a dielectric cylinder, which will be presented
later.

II. WHAT CAUSES NON-PHYSICAL MODES?
Chang and Harrington [4] proposed the SPMCHWT-based
CM for homogeneous and loss-free material bodies using the
following SPMCHWT equation

T ·
[
EJs
j EMs

]
=

[
EEinc
j EHinc

]
(1)

in which EJs and EMs are the equivalent surface electric
and magnetic currents, respectively. The operator T are
defined as [14]
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where ki is wavenumber, and G
(
Er,−→r ′, ki

)
is the green’s

function in an unbounded homogeneous medium with the
wavenumber ki.
Then, Chang and Harrington [4] formulated the

SPMCHWT-based CM using the following generalized
eigenvalue equation

T2 ·

[
EJn
j EMn

]
= λnT1 ·

[
EJn
j EMn

]
(3)

in which

T1 =
1
2

(
T+ TH

)
T2 =

1
2j

(
T− TH

)
(4)

There are some numerical results to validate the
SPMCHWT-based CM in [4]. However, [4] displayed
only the scattering cross-sections of an infinite circular
dielectric cylinder, rather than actual CM eigenvalues, cur-
rent distributions, and fields. As reported recently, the
SPMCHWT-based CM results in non-physical modes
[5]–[12]. Unfortunately, the cause of these non-physical
modes has not been thoroughly investigated so far. Two types
of possible reasons have been proposed recently. In Chen
and Wang [6] and Chen [7] pointed out that the lack of
the dependent relationship between EJs and EMs causes the
non-physical modes in SPMCHWT-based CM. Differently,
[8]–[11] claimed that it is the presence of internal resonance
of SPMCHWT equation that leads to the non-physical modes.

A. INTERNAL RESONANCE
In this section, we show that the internal resonance is not
responsible for the non-physical modes. Firstly, we consider
the APMCHWT-based CM which is based on the following
APMCHWT equation[
jωµL+ jωµ0L0 K+K0
− (K+K0) jωεL+ jωε0L0

] [
EJs
EMs

]
=

[
EEinc
EHinc

]
(5)

Except for having different impedance matrices, the
approach of formulating the APMCHWT-based CM is very
similar to the way to formulate the SPMCHWT-based CM,
as shown in (1) - (4). We calculated the numerical results
of both the SPMCHWT-based CM and the APMCHWT-
based CM of an isolated dielectric cylinder, whose radius is
5.25 mm, height is 4.6 mm, relative permittivity εr = 38,
and relative permeability µr = 1. The numerical results are
calculated using the method of moments. The basis func-
tions and test functions both are RWG (Rao, Wilton, and
Glisson) functions [15]. The impedance matrix calculation
is based on the method presented in [16]. The accuracy of
the impedance matrix calculation depends on the singularity
treatment in the calculation of diagonal and near-diagonal
elements. In this paper, the singularity treatment is based on
the method described in [17], which is proved to be very
effective.

Before comparing the results of the two types of CMs,
we briefly review the definition of an important parameter,
the modal significance (MS). The MS is defined as

MS =

∣∣∣∣ 1
1+ jλ

∣∣∣∣ (6)

in which λ is characteristic value. Both of the MS and
characteristic value are the intrinsic properties of CMs and
are independent of any specific external source. However,
in general, theMS is more convenient than λ to investigate the
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resonant behavior over a wide frequency band, because the
MS transforms the [−∞,+∞] range of λ into a smaller range
of [0, 1]. Therefore, rather than characteristic value, we will
show the results of MS for its simplicity.

FIGURE 1. MS of the first 30 modes. (a) SPMCHWT-based CM.
(b) APMCHWT-based CM.

Firstly, Fig. 1 plots the MS of the first 30 modes solved
from the SPMCHWT-based CM and the APMCHWT-based
CM. Note that the lines are differentiated by colors than
labels, as a compromise to display the 30 lines more clearly.
The grayscale value of each line is increasing according to the
increment of the modes order: Lines with dark color represent
the lower order modes, and lines with light color represent
the higher order modes. Fig. 1 illustrate that the MS of the
two kinds of CMs are identical. As the non-physical modes
in SPMCHWT-based CM have been verified in [5]–[12],
we can infer that the APMCHWT-based CM suffers from the
non-physical modes even though the APMCHWT equation is
immune from internal resonance.

Secondly, Sarkar et al. [18] pointed out that the EFIE-based
CM of PEC bodies only breaks down at internal resonant
frequencies. The SPMCHWT equation suffers from internal
resonance only at some discrete frequencies [19]. Therefore,
the non-physical modes should only appear at some discrete

frequencies if we assume that internal resonance is responsi-
ble for the non-physical modes of material bodies. However,
as shown in Fig. 1, the SPMCHWT-based CM of material
bodies breaks down at all frequencies, i.e., the non-physical
modes appear at all frequencies.

Thirdly, it has been verified that the EFIE for closed
PEC bodies suffers from internal resonance [19]. However,
the EFIE-based CM provides correct modal solutions even
for closed PEC bodies such as sphere [6]. Therefore, it can be
inferred that there is no specific relationship between internal
resonance and non-physical modes.

FIGURE 2. Extinction theorem.

In summary, the internal resonance is not responsible for
the non-physical modes.

B. DEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EQUIVALENT
SURFACE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC CURRENTS
According to the extinction theorem [19], EJs and EMs are
dependent, which means when EJs is solved, EMs can be
obtained using EJs, and vice versa. The specific dependent
relationship between EJs and EMs can be derived through the
extinction theorem as Fig. 2 and (7) show

−jωµL
(
−EJs

)
−K

(
− EMs

)
= 0, r ∈ S+

−jωεL
(
− EMs

)
+K

(
−EJs

)
= 0, r ∈ S+ (7)

where S+ denotes the external surface of material body.
As can be observed from (7), the dependent relationship
only depends on the shape and constitutive parameters of
material bodies, and it is unrelated to the excitation sources
and background media.

When calculating the SPMCHWT-based CM, EJs and EMs
are obtained simultaneously. It is questionable whether EJs and
EMs obey the dependent relationship which were described
in (7). How to identify whether EJs and EMs obey the dependent
relationship is a challenging problem, especially when there
are a large number of CMs. It is necessary to propose a
quantifiable indicator to simplify the recognition procedure.

We denote the EMs obtained using the dependent relation-
ship as

−→
Ms
′

(
−→
Js
)
, and the EJs obtained using the dependent

relationship as
−→
Js ′
(
−→
Ms

)
. For convenience, we define the
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symmetric product of two vector functions EA and EB in � as〈
EA, EB

〉
�
=

∫
�

EA · EBd� (8)

Then the correlation coefficient between EJs and
−→
Js ′
(
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)
is given by following equations
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where ρJA indicates the correlation of amplitude, ρJD indi-
cates the correlation of distribution, and min means to
select the smaller value. Similarly, the correlation coefficient
between EMs and

−→
M s
′
(
EJs
)
is given by following equations

ρM = ρMA · ρMD (12)

ρMA = min
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It is obvious that ρJ and ρM have a range of [0, 1]. When
ρJ or ρM approaches to unit, EJs and EMs obey the dependent
relationship. The extent of approximation can be quantifiable
via a given threshold value. In other words, when ρJ or ρM is
above the given threshold value, EJs and EMs obey the depen-
dent relationship. According to mass computation results,
setting the threshold value as 0.9 is acceptable.

Considering the same dielectric cylinder mentioned above,
we compute ρJ and ρM of the first 30 modes of the
SPMCHWT-based CM at 4.5 GHz and 5.0 GHz, as displayed
in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, we can observe that there are only five
modeswhich are governed by the dependent relationship. The
indexes of the five modes are 15, 16, 17, 19, and 27.

Fig. 4 demonstrates the radiated powers of the first
30 modes of SPMCHWT-based CM at 4.5 GHz and 5.0 GHz.
Note that all CMs have been normalized using (27) in [4].
According to the observations in [5], the modes whose radia-
tion power does not equal to 1W are the non-physical modes.
Comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 4, it can be concluded that

FIGURE 3. ρJ and ρM of first 30 SPMCHWT-based CMs.

FIGURE 4. Radiated Power of first 30 SPMCHWT-based CMs.

the modes governed by the dependent relationship are the
physical modes, whereas those do not obey the dependent
relationship are the non-physical modes.

To vividly display the difference between the non-physical
modes and the physical modes, we plot EJs, EMs, EJs

′
(
EMs

)
, and

EM ′s
(
EJs
)
of two non-physical modes and two physical modes

at 4.5 GHz. The current distributions are shown in Fig. 5
to 8. All currents have been normalized to its maximum
value to facilitate comparison. Taking mode 1 as an example,
we can see its actual electric current distribution in Fig. 5(a).
As a comparison, Fig. 5(c) displays mode 1’s electric current
distribution calculated by the magnetic current and dependent
relationship. Similarly, Fig. 5(b) illustrates the actual mag-
netic current distribution of mode 1, whereas mode 1’s mag-
netic current distribution calculated by the electric current and
dependent relationship are shown in Fig. 5(d). If the electric
andmagnetic currents of mode 1 obey the dependent relation-
ship, Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) should be identical to Fig. 5(c)
and Fig. 5(d), respectively. We can apply the similar analysis
to Fig. 6 to 8. It can be clearly observed from Fig. 5 to 8 that EJs
and EMs of the non-physical modes do not obey the dependent
relationship, while EJs and EMs of the physical modes obey the
dependent relationship.
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FIGURE 5. Current distributions of mode 1 (non-physical). (a) EJs. (b) EMs. (c) EJ ′
s
(

EMs
)

. (d) EM′
s
(
EJs

)
.

FIGURE 6. Current distributions of mode 2 (non-physical). (a) EJs. (b) EMs. (c) EJ ′
s
(

EMs
)

. (d) EM′
s
(
EJs

)
.

FIGURE 7. Current distributions of mode 15 (physical). (a) EJs. (b) EMs. (c) EJ ′
s
(

EMs
)

. (d) EM′
s
(
EJs

)
.

FIGURE 8. Current distributions of mode 16 (physical). (a) EJs. (b) EMs. (c) EJ ′
s
(

EMs
)

. (d) EM′
s
(
EJs

)
.

In summary, the lack of the dependent relationship between
EJs and EMs causes non-physical modes of material bodies, and
the internal resonance is not responsible for the non-physical
modes.

III. REMOVE NON-PHYSICAL MODES
In this section, based on the dependent relationship,
we propose a novel post-processing method to remove the
non-physical modes.
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FIGURE 9. MS of the first 30 CMs after post-processing.

As mentioned above, when ρJ or ρM is above the given
threshold value, the corresponding mode is a physical mode.
Therefore, after calculating and tracking CMs at sampling
frequencies, we should check ρJ or ρM of all CMs at one
frequency. As long as all CMs are tracked correctly, if a
mode is identified as non-physical at one frequency, then
the mode is non-physical over the whole frequency band.
That is to say, the checking procedure is only carried out
at one frequency, rather than all sampling frequencies. After
comparing ρJ or ρM with the threshold value, the physi-
cal modes at one frequency can be recognized. As the cor-
rect tracking procedure has been done before the checking
procedure, the physical modes at all sampling frequencies
can be identified. Compared with previous post-processing
method [10], the new method does not need to recalculate
CMs at all sampling frequencies. Therefore, the new method
can save the post-processing time.

To validate the new post-processing method, we consider
the SPMCHWT-based CM of the same dielectric cylinder
mentioned above. Before the post-processing, the MS of the
first 30 CMs is illustrated in Fig. 1. After implementing
the proposed post-processing method, the MS of the first
30 CMs is shown in Fig. 9. It can be observed that there
are only five resonant frequencies (the resonant frequencies
can be obtained through locating the peak of MS), 4.87 GHz,
6.35 GHz, 6.65 GHz, 7.55 GHz, and 7.77 GHz. The resonant
frequencies agree well with those obtained from the deter-
minant root seeking method in [20]. Therefore, the results
validate the proposed post-processing method.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the reason for the non-physical
modes in SPMCHWT-based CM of material bodies. We find
that the internal resonance is not responsible for the non-
physical modes, and the lack of the dependent relationship
between the equivalent surface electric and magnetic cur-
rents causes the non-physical modes. Besides, based on the
dependent relationship, we propose a novel post-processing
method, which has been proved to be very effective to remove
the non-physical modes.

LIST OF ACRONYMS
CM characteristic mode
TCM theory of characteristic mode
EFIE electric field integral equation
PEC perfectly electric conducting
VIE volume integral equation
PMCHWT Poggio, Miller, Chang, Harrington, Wu,

Tsai
SPMCHWT symmetric PMCHWT
APMCHWT asymmetric PMCHWT
RWG Rao, Wilton, and Glisson
MS modal significance
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